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Abstract—Recently, as it can increase the capacity of wireless
networks greatly through spatial diversity by taking advantage
of antennas on other nodes, cooperative communication (CC) has
been obtaining more and more attention. However, as the selfish
nature, the wireless node may be unwilling to serve as relay node
if they can’t get the corresponding reward. In this paper, we
constructs a real double-auction scenario between source nodes
and relay nodes instead of idealized truthful market which may
obtain relatively lower system performance. We consider the
system performance involving (1) successful source-relay pairs,
(2) system capacity and (3) social welfare (SW). We transform
the double auction-based optimal relay assignment problem into
Maximum Matching (MM) and Maximum Weighted Matching
(MWM) problem respectively and solve them using correspond-
ing algorithms. Extensive experiments show that this mechanism
can achieve higher system efficiency than truthful auction.

Index Terms—wireless cellular networks, cooperative commu-
nication, double auction

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve spatial diversity without multiple transceiver
antennas on the same node, CC [1]–[3] has demonstrated its
potential to increase the channel capacity by the cooperative
of other wireless devices (generally called relay nodes). Under
CC, each wireless device achieve spatial diversity by exploit-
ing the antenna on cooperative node own to the nature of
broadcast. In CC, selecting proper relay node critically influ-
ence the whole system performance [4] because an improperly
chosen relay node for a source-destination pair may produce
an even smaller data rate than that under direct transmission.
So, the relay nodes assignment plays an important role in the
performance of CC [5] [6].

In CC, due to the selfish nature of user, one must consider
the incentives for the participating wireless nodes to serve as
relay nodes because they may be unwilling to relay the traffic
of another node at the cost of their own resource. One solution
to this dilemma is to compensate the relay node in return. As
a result, a buyer/seller market is formed between the source
nodes demanding relay service and the relay nodes offering
such services. Nevertheless, users may not reach a consensus
on the amount of money that source node want to pay and relay
node intend to receive. As one of the most popular bargaining
form, auction can be employed to handle this problem [7].

Traditional auction occurs either between one seller and many
buyers or between many sellers and one buyer. This auction
scheme is called single-sided auction. It is evident that single-
sided auction is not appropriate to CC because there are many
nodes acting as buyer or seller at the same time. Recently,
double auction theory is applied widely because it can solve
multi-buyers and multi-sellers problems which are commonly
encountered in the buyer/seller market. In this paper, we use
double auction to study the relay node assignment problem in
CC which comprise multi-source nodes and multi-relay nodes
simultaneously.

In consideration of system performance, we expect that CC
system utilize resource reasonably among all relay nodes so
that the CC system has the best potential to accommodate as
many users as possible. In addition, from economical concept,
a market is efficiently if it produce higher social welfare which
is defined as the sum of all participators’s payoff. Therefore,
we also hope that the CC system allocate resource properly
so as to acquire as high social welfare as possible.

Our model differs from some previous work [8] which
merely emphasize on how to guarantee the truthful bidding.
Although designing truthful auction mechanism can simplify
the double auction, it may decrease the system performance.
To achieve higher system performance, we aim to construct
an open market in which the source nodes and relay nodes
are not urged to bid(ask) truthfully. After all, to a CC system,
system performance is the most important goal instead of the
truthful telling merely.

The main contributions of this paper are the following. (1)
We transform the value of source node and the cost of relay
node into utility function so that they can be compared under
an uniform style. (2) We model the relay assignment problem
of CC as double auction mechanism. (3) We consider the
avaricious psychology of user by employing markup concept
to conform the double auction to more realistic case. (4) we
depict the double auction of CC as bipartite grapy and solve
it with MM and MWM problem [12].

The outline of this paper is given as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly describe the previous works which use auction and
double auction in CC. In Section 3, we detail the necessary
preliminaries and formulate the problem examined in this
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paper. In Section 4, we formalize the objective function that
we use to depict the goal of our mechanism. Subsequently, we
transform the problem into the bipartite grapy and describe the
detailed algorithm for it. In Section 5, we report the results
of numerical validation of our algorithm. Finally, we conclude
our paper in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

There are two famous double auction mechanisms, Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves (VCG) double auction [9] [13] [14] and M-
cAfee double auction [15]. Both double auction can satisfy
truthfulness property. Nevertheless, VCG and McAfee can not
achieve system maximal efficiency. In [16], R. B. Myerson
alleged that it is impossible for double auction mechanism to
satisfy strategy-proof(truthfulness) and system efficiency at the
same time. In [18], Minghua He presents a fuzzy logic based
bidding strategy instead of truthful telling in double auction.
The best ask/bid for an agent is determined by heuristic fuzzy
rules and a reasoning mechanism. In [17], author introduce
a method for bid strategy acquisition in the double-auction
market without regard to the truthfulness. Their methods focus
on searching for bid strategies strategically which can increase
the probability of success in the auction.

There are many research on the relay assignment problem
in CC. In [22], a distributed relay selection and power control
for CC networks using stackelberg game is proposed where
single source node communicate with a single destination node
via multiple relay nodes. In [19], Majid Janzamin propose
Stackelberg game method for power allocation taking nodes’
selfishness into consideration in CC networks. However, the
work consider only two source nodes who act as both buyer
and seller. In [20], the paper proposes the SNR auction and
the power auction to determine relay selection and relay power
allocation in single-relay network and then generalize it to
multiple relays networks under specific conditions. In [21],
a power allocation in wireless ad-hoc networks is proposed
where multiple source nodes communicate with a single desti-
nation node via a relay node. Nevertheless, all above works do
not consider the multi resource nodes versus multi relay nodes
scenario. Meanwhile, these work only aim at the individual
benefit of agent rather than the whole system performance.

In [8], Yang et al. propose a valuable truthful double auction
for CC by adjusting McAfee [15] because the goods in CC is
heterogeneous which make it insolvably by McAfee direct-
ly. The proposed double auction system meets truthfulness
property but system efficiency. That is to say, the system
guarantee the strategy-proof property at the expensive of the
system efficiency. There is an example as shown in fig.1 in
which no selected relay nodes can conclude a transaction using
TASC [8]. Meanwhile, In [6], Sharma et al. proposed the
relay assignment problem in a cooperative ad hoc network
environment where multiple source nodes seek for cooperation
from multiple relay nodes in the network. Nevertheless, the
system only pursue the maximal minimum capacity among
all source nodes other than the system maximal performance.

Fig. 1. An example in which all selected relay nodes can not conclude a
transaction using TASC [8]

Consequently, we focus on solving optimal relay assign-
ment between multi-users based on double auction theory by
considering system performance which is most importantly to
the CC system.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

A. Cooperative Communications

In this section, we describe the capacity expressions of
direct transmissions (i.e., no cooperation) and CC. For CC,
we utilize the amplify-and-forward (AF) protocol [1] as our
system model while other cooperation protocols [1] can be
regarded as a similar case.

In the first time slot, source node u transmits its information
to destination node b. At the same time, relay node v overhears
it due to the broadcast nature. The received signals yu,b and
yu,v at node b and node v can be expressed as below.

yu,b =
√

PuGu,bx+ nu,b, (1)

yu,v =
√

PuGu,vx+ nu,v, (2)

where Pu is the power that node u consumes to broadcast
its data, x is the signal transmitted from node u with unit
energy. Gu,b and Gu,v are the path gain of source node u to
destination node b and source node u to relay node v channels
respectively. nu,b and nu,v are the additive white Gaussian
noises (AWGNs) on two channels. Although relatively simple
signal and channel models are employed in this paper, the
analysis can be extended to more practical and complex
models, i.e., OFDM transmission with multipath channels [23].
Without loss of generality, we assume that the noise power
is the same for all the links and is denoted by σ2. We also
suppose that the transmission frame length is small compared
with the channel coherence time such that all channel gains
are stable over the time of interest. Without the help of the
relay stations, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that results from
the direct transmission at destination b in first time slot can
be expressed as

SNRu,b =
PuGu,b

σ2
. (3)

Therefore, the capacity of the direct transmission is

Cu,b = W log
(1+SNRu,b)
2 , (4)

where W is the total bandwidth exploited by node u and node
b. In the second time slot, relay node v amplifies yu,v and
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forwards it to destination node b consuming power Pv . The
received signal at destination node b is

yv,b =
√

PvGv,bxu,v + nv,b, (5)

where
xu,v =

yu,v
|yu,v| (6)

is the normalized transmitted signal yu,v from node v to node
b i.e. it has unit energy. Gv,b is the channel gain from node v
to node b, and nv,b is the received noise. The relay path SNR
for node u at the destination b is

SNRu,v,b =
SNRu,vSNRv,b

1 + SNRu,v + SNRv,b
. (7)

Assuming a MRC (maximal-ratio combining) receiver at
the destination, by (4) and (7), the achieved rate for node u
resulted from direct path and relay path is

Cu,v,b =
W

2
log

(1+SNRu,b+SNRu,v,b)
2 , (8)

where the coefficient 1
2 is a bandwidth factor indicating that

cooperative transmission under the help of relay node occupies
half of the resources(e.g., time slots, frequency bands).

B. Problem Model

In this paper, We study the similar scenario as in [8]. We
consider a cell in cellular network which comprise one base-
station, M source nodes denoted as U = {u1, u2, ..., uM} and
N relay nodes denoted as V = {v1, v2, ..., vN}. We assume
the base-station which is all source nodes’ destination acts as
an auctioneer in the auction scheme.

In this paper, the double auction in CC is a centralizing
fashion which conduct at a certain time point. The source
nodes act as buyer while the relay nodes act as seller. The relay
service is regarded as commodity. If the node are idle, it can
provide cooperative service to source nodes. They claim for
monetary reward to compensate the expenditure of resources,
e.g. energy. Meanwhile, source nodes submit bids to auctioneer
and pay it when transactions are reached. Because different
relay nodes may provide various capacities for a fixed source
node, so the commodities are heterogeneously. Therefore, each
source node should value cooperative service from different
relay nodes differently. We define tnm be the true valuation
of buyer um to seller vn which express the willingness that
um will pay no more than it. Let Tm = (t1m, t2m, ..., tNm) be
the true valuation vector of buyer um in which tnm > 0 if
Cum,vn,b > Cum,b and tnm = 0 otherwise. Meanwhile, Let
en be the actual expenditure of seller vn denoted as energy
consumption. Because the destination is same, so the cost
of relay node is identical if we assume it uses the same
transmission power. Furthermore, We suppose that each source
node seeks for at most one relay node and each relay node
can be utilized by only one source node simultaneously.

Following economic terminology, we call the price infor-
mation submitted by source node and relay node bid and ask
respectively. After the last auction finish, the auctioneer begins
to receive the bid vector Qm = (q1m, ...qnm, ..., qNm) in which

qnm is the bid of um to vn. Meanwhile, the auctioneer receives
the asks of all relay nodes. When the bid(ask) deadline arrive,
auctioneer launch the auction. The double system uses a matrix
Q = (Q1; ...;QM ) to accommodate the bids from all source
nodes. The vector O = (o1, ..., oN ) is employed to contain all
the asks.

The gains of source node um through the cooperation of
relay node vn can be expressed as

C+
m = Cum,vn,b − Cum,b, (9)

where C+
m can be regarded as the true valuation tnm.

Next, we compute the loss of the relay node during the
cooperation action. For simplicity, we only consider the power
loss. However, the power loss can not be compared with the
increased channel capacity because they are inhomogeneity.

Therefore, we need to transform both the increased channel
capacity and the power loss into an uniform form which can
be compared. We employ the transformation function [11] as
below to depict the utility of the source node and the relay
node,

F (C) =

{
α(1− exp(−βC)), C > 0 ,
0, C ≤ 0, (10)

where F (C) is the function of channel capacity C, α and β
are strictly positive real numbers which α represents the upper
limit of the utility, and β determines the shape of the curve.

According to (4) (8) and (10), if source node um get the
help of relay node vn , he will obtain extra utility

Inm = F (Cum,vn,b)− F (Cum,b). (11)

For relay node vn, it expends power P to relay signals and
its loss can be expressed as

Ln = F (Cvn,b(Pn))− F (Cvn,b(Pn − P )), (12)

where Pn is the energy of relay vn before cooperation, and P
is the transmission power. We assume all nodes use the same
power P for signal transmission.

Due to the profit motive, traders are often reluctant to reveal
their true value/cost of the commodity. Therefore, the buyer
um may submit a bid lower than its value. Similarly, the seller
vn may submit an ask higher than its actual cost. In economics
terminology, these extra part is called marks-up.

We define the marks-up of um and vn as ksm and krn re-
spectively. Taking the marks-up into consideration, the source
node um bids as

qnm = tnm exp(−ksm) = Inm exp(−ksm). (13)

Accordingly, considering the marks-up, the relay node vn
asks as

on = en exp(k
r
n) = Ln exp(k

r
n). (14)

We assume the base-station is zero economic profit in
double auction market. In fact, although the base-station gain
nothing in double auction, he provide higher QoS for customer
which can attract more user to join in.
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Finally, the base-station determine the Paym and Recein
as below

Paym = Recein =
qnm + on

2
, (15)

where Paym is the money that buyer um need to pay and
Recein is the money that seller vn should receive.

Then, the payoff(denoted as PO) of um and vn is expressed
as below

POum = tnm − Paym. (16)

POvn
= Recein − en. (17)

Therefore, the social welfare(denoted as SW ) can be ex-
pressed as

SW =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

(POum +POvn) =

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

(tnm− en). (18)

In the next section, we will solve the double auction problem
for CC.

IV. THE DOUBLE AUCTION MECHANISM

It is evidently that an efficient CC system should maximize
the source-relay pairs to satisfy more user. Meanwhile, a CC
system should also give it’s best to achieve maximal social
welfare by allocating the resource reasonably.

We define the binary variable xn
m to indicate whether the

source node um is assisted by relay node vn. Then, we can
express the source-relay pair maximization problem (denoted
as P1) and the social welfare maximization problem (denoted
as P2) as the following integer linear program (ILP):

P1 : Maximize
∑
n

∑
m

xn
m

P2 : Maximize
∑
n

∑
m

(tnm − en)x
n
m

SubjectTo :
∑
n∈V

xn
m ≤ 1, ∀ m

∑
m∈U

xn
m ≤ 1, ∀ n

Cum,vn,b > Cum,b, if xn
m = 1

qnm ≥ on, if xn
m = 1

xn
m ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ m, ∀ n

The first constrain reflects that each source node is assisted
by at most one relay node simultaneously. The second re-
striction indicates that each relay node help no more than
one source node at the same time. The third restraint show
the necessary conditions of CC. Without this requirement, the
source node will not select CC mode. The fourth restriction
expresses the pith of business. If dissatisfying this condition,
the transaction can not be concluded.

To solve the above two integer linear program problem,
we first characterize the double auction scheme as a bipartite
graph. We construct a bipartite graph G(π, ζ, ξ, ϕ) in which
vertices set π and ζ represent the buyer set and the seller

set respectively. ξ is edges set and ϕ denote weight on edges.
Consequently, we transform P1 and P2 into the MM problem
and the MWM problem [12] respectively and solve it using
corresponding algorithms.

The detailed pseudo-code is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

input : a set U including all source nodes,
a set V comprising all relay nodes.

output: a relay assignment ψ.
payment and price for all winning nodes.

Step 1: Bipartite graph formation;

Construct a set π of M vertices corresponding to U ;
Construct a set ζ of N vertices corresponding to V ;
Construct a edges set ξ = ∅;
for all um in π do

for all vn in ζ do
if qnm ≥ on and Cum,vn,b > Cum,b then

ξ ← ξ ∪ (um, vn)
ϕ(um, vn) = tnm − en

end
end

end

Step 2: Relay assignment and Winner determination;

(1)to achieve maximal transactions, use the Maximum
Matching algorithm(MM)[13];
(2)to earn maximal social welfare, employ the
Maximum Weighted Matching algorithm(MWM)[13];

Step 3:Price and payment determination ;

for all winning source nodes um do
if corresponding relay node is vn then

um pays qnm+on
2 ;

vn receives qnm+on
2 ;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Double Auction for Relay Assignment
Problem

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider a wireless network where nodes are distributed
in a 1000×1000 square randomly. We assume the number of
source nodes are equal to that of relay nodes, namely, M = N .
Following the parameter settings in [8], we assume W = 22
MHz bandwidth for each channel. The transmission power P
at each node is set to 1 W. Each relay node employs AF mode
for CC. The channel gain between any two nodes is given by
Gm,n = d−ν

m,n, where dm,n is the distance between two nodes
um and vn and the path-loss exponent ν is set to 4. For the
AWGN channel, we assume the noise is 10−10.

We varied the number of nodes from 20 to 110 with
increment of 10. For each topology, we randomly generated
100 instances and averaged the results. All the tests were
run on a windows XP Notepad with 2.1 GHz Intel Core
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i3 CPU and 4.0 GB memory. The marks-up of users are
randomly distributed over [0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8, 0.9, 1.0]. The performance metrics involve the number
of successful source-relay pairs, total system capacity, social
welfare. For narrate convenience, we denote the MM based
TASC [8] as MM-TASC and the MWM based TASC as
MWM-TASC respectively.

To verify the performance of our methods on three system
efficiency metrics, namely, successful source-relay pairs, total
system capacity, social welfare, we compare the MM with
MM-TASC and compare the MWM with MWM-TASC re-
spectively. In Figure 2 and Figure 3, we depict the evolution
of average successful source-relay pairs along with the mobile
user increase. Firstly, we note that the successful source-relay
pairs obtained by MM and MWM is larger than that of MM-
TASC and MWM-TASC respectively. The reason resulting in
this phenomenon is that TASC has to discard some candidate
trade which can come to a transaction to guarantee the truthful
property while our methods do not. Obviously, due to the
random changing topology of CC networks, the successful
source-relay pairs do not increase monotonously as the mobile
user increase. Secondly, the successful source-relay pairs in
Figure 2 excel that of Figure 3 because MM and MM-
TASC focus on maximum source-relay pairs while MWM
and MWM-TASC aims at maximal weight-sum, namely, social
welfare.

Similarly, we show the variation of system capacity with
the mobile user increase via Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Firstly, it
is evidently that the total system capacity obtained by MM
and MWM is also larger than that of MM-TASC and MWM-
TASC respectively because our methods do not abandon any
candidate cooperation to safeguard strategy-proof property.
Secondly, it is shown that the system capacity in Figure 4
excel that of Figure 5. Investigate its reason, it is because
that the weight of MWM and MWM-TASC is tnm − en rather
than capacity of each source-relay pair. Moreover, from table
I and table II, we can see that the gap between our methods
and TASC is about 10%, denoting that our methods can
improve the system social welfare than TASC. Furthermore,
it is displayed that the social welfare obtained by MM and
MM-TASC in Table I are largely less than that of Table II.
Investigating into it, the reason is that the MWM and MWM-
TASC employ tnm−en as the weight of each source-relay pair
and try its best to obtain maximal social welfare while the
objective of MM and MM-TASC is maximum source-relay
pairs.

From numerical results, it can be concluded that our
methods can achieve higher system performance than TASC
and can enhance system throughput and QoS of cooperative
cellular network greatly.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The system performance of CC hinges upon the assignment
of relay nodes in the network. In this paper, we study this prob-
lem by constructing a double auction scenario, where multiple
source nodes compete for the chance to increase capacity and
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multiple relay nodes strive for the opportunity to sell service.
Our objective is to assign the available relay nodes to different
source nodes so as to (1) maximize the successful source-
relay pair and (2) maximize the social welfare. The main
contribution of this paper is that we construct a realistic market
using double auction in consideration of the selfish nature of
user. We used numerical results to demonstrate its efficacy.
Although we offered a outline of the implementation, a number
of issues remain challenging in practice. In particular, the value
of the markup should be determined on the basis of the node
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TABLE I
SOCIAL WELFARE BY EMPLOYING MM OVER MM-TASC

Topology Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SW using MM 70.9 86.9 107.2 85.8 98.0 99.5 104.1 84.2 88.6 93.1 103.2 101.4
SW using MM-TASC 63.6 78.6 96.2 78.6 90.6 90.8 94.9 75.6 81.4 84.5 95.0 91.3
Rate of Increase(%) 11.5 10.7 11.3 9.1 8.7 9.6 9.6 11.3 8.8 10.2 8.5 11.0

TABLE II
SOCIAL WELFARE BY EMPLOYING MWM OVER MWM-TASC

Topology Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SW using MWM 193.7 202.0 226.1 197.7 213.6 200.7 190.6 244.5 223.8 201.3 239.7 172.9
SW using MWM-TASC 179.1 183.7 208.7 182.6 1980. 181.2 174.0 217.3 207.6 178.7 220.2 155.4
Rate of Increase(%) 8.2 10.0 8.3 8.3 7.8 10.8 9.5 12.5 7.8 12.6 8.8 11.2
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status(such as residual energy) dynamically.
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